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Discovery Space Pendulum Exhibit 

 
Overview 
The project is sponsored by KCF Technologies, Inc. They required a display 

demonstrating how pendulum waves can be used to show various modes of 

vibration. There is a mechanical release mechanism to start the pendula into 

motion, and then a circuit to count oscillations for the 1
st
 pendulum, a timer 

(counting in seconds) and an audio circuit in addition to the mechanics.  In addition, the exhibit will be 

visually appealing, as well as educate and entertain the audience.  
 

Objectives 
The objective of this capstone design project for the 2012 spring semester is to design and build a hands-

on science exhibit at State College’s Discovery Space Museum. The exhibit is meant to be child 

friendly, specifically for children under the age of 6. The exhibit will also be educationally stimulating 

for children ranging from ages 2-12. 

Approach 
 Held a telephone conference with KCF to gather their initial needs; met personally with Discover 

Space Museum (DSM) to gather their initial wants. 

 Brainstormed various designs and submitted them to both sponsors (KCF and DSM). 

 Weighted costumer needs and concept scoring, chose a design. 

 Patents and health and environmental hazards were not a concern.  Safety due to electricity and 
swinging masses were observed and managed. 

 Met with KCF over a few occasions to update and verify building plans. 

 Made various starting mechanisms and tested them, determined best suited. Many tests were 
performed with the swinging masses to ensure proper oscillation. Various tests with the circuits 
were conducted to ensure proper behaviour. 

 Created Solidworks drawings to display concepts. 

 Created a functioning exhibit to deliver to the DSM. 
 

Outcomes 
 The exhibit is a donation from KCF to 

DSM. 

 Young children and even adults will find 
the exhibit stimulating and educational 

 The project will convey oscillation of a 
pendulum, period of a pendulum, and 
frequency of a pendulum. 

 The display will demonstrate how 

pendulum waves can be used to show 

various modes of vibration. 
 

 

 


